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Libra - Tula - Moon Sign - Forecast for 2010. 

Breath of oxygen rich fresh air for Libra Moon Sign born in 2010. A lot of relief was already
being felt regarding affairs at home, heart and finances with the ending of 2009 and this relief
continues to increase with every month in 2010. 

  Love challenges, finances improve and a lot of travels are in store for the easy going and
romantic Tula rashi people.  

Health : A general improvement in health, success in weight control and improved food habits
will be seen in 2010 by the Libra Moon Sign born people.  

But, for those who have health problems related to heart and reproductive organs will
experience some increase in their intensity. Proper precautions are advised in months of
January, February and March 2010. 

Job: Those Libra (Tula) Moon sign born people who are in job sector have already begun to
feel the lowering of pressure at work place. The earlier feelings of discontented overdrive will
vanish.   

There are some issues and differences going on with your immediate superiors at work. Be very
careful while interacting with them in first five months of 2010. You will be asked to do things
which may be against your morals and ethics. A lot of diplomacy will be needed to extricate
yourself from such a difficult situation.  

Chances of job changes and promotions are very good in February-March 2010. Salary
increases, incentives and bonuses will make you financially secure before the end of April 2010.
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Business:   Libra or Tula Rashi born people who are in running their own businesses will do
well in 2010. Business requirements will take them to far away places. Business related travels
are in April, June and August 2010.  

The past year's hard but nonpaying work now pays off well in first four months of 2010.
Business grows and profits increase. Huge financial gains are seen in June, October and
November 2010.  

Some past litigations related to your enterprise will raise their heads in August 2010. If they are
not nipped in the bud they can bother you for more than a year.  

Future plans for business expansion will motivate you to take institutional loans in October
2010.  

Education:Tula Rashi born students have full potential of doing very well in their studies in
2010. The only requirement is to stay focused and to not to be over confident. 

Those students who are planning to go abroad for further studies will find this dream coming
true this year.  

Wealth: Income will be good in 2010 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people. Investments
done in forms of deposits, stocks or real estate will give desired profits in first four months of
2010 itself. 

Big amounts of money coming in hand can tempt you to re-invest it in some other investment
options. But, the Libra Moon Sign born people should desist from doing so before December
2010.    

Real Estate: Some big amounts of money is blocked in real estate. The Tula Rashi born had
invested a lot in property in past two years. 2010 promises freeing of these money blockages.
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This will happen between March and June 2010. 

The Libra people have not been able to fully enjoy staying in the residential properties which
they own. But, this year, in 2010, they will do so by moving into a house of their own in February
2010.   

Vehicle: Just like it did with their property issue, their dreams of buying new, better and more
luxurious vehicles were also being postponed since last two years. Now, they seem to have
made up their minds and a new vehicle purchase takes place in April-May 2010. 

The old vehicle will still be retained and used as a spare vehicle for family members.  

Love: For those Libra (Tula) moon sign born people who are searching for romantic partners
2010 first half will require great cautions and self-control. Love proposals will come from
co-workers at workplace. The thrill of an office romance will be quite tantalizing and tempting
but the results of such actions can be quite disastrous. 

Those who were already in relationships will find themselves doubting their romantic partners.
The insecurity in love will increase and frequent fights may take place. Only mutual trust and
devotion will save the relationship.

The second half of 2010 augurs well for Libra Moon sign born people regarding love and
romance. True love can come your way in September 2010. Welcome it and keep it close to
heart.  

By the end of 2010 Libra born people will be in successful romantic relationships. 

Marriage: Marriage chances are very good in October and November 2010. Tula rashi people
who are planning to tie the knot in 2010 are advised to make best use of highly favorable
planetary combination related to long term meaningful relationships in last four months of 2010. 
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Family: Health of parents, especially of father, will need more attention from January to June
2010. March and April 2010 are the months to be extra cautious in that regard.  

Relations with siblings will improve a lot. They have been already on a path of betterment in last
two months of 2009. This fraternal bonding continues in 2010. 

Spouse will give time to time jitters due to health and depression related problems. But, mutual
love and understanding will sort out almost all these problems.  

Children will do well too in 2010. The first born child may suffer some sickness in July-August
2010.  

Travels: Libra or Tula Rashi born people are traveling to foreign lands in 2010. Their adjusting
natures and open minded approach towards the world will enable them to greatly enjoy their
travels.

Spiritual journeys and pilgrimages also form a big part of the total travels in 2010.   

Remedies: Donate yellow colored garments, yellow pulses, etc to poor and needy in 2010.
Such donations if done on Thursdays give more benefits.

Keep fasts on Thursdays. Eat one full meal and take fruits or milk at other meal times. 

Avoid wearing yellow and grey colored clothes in 2010. Wear more of Blue, Green and white. 

Wear a White sapphire in gold ring on ring finger. You can also wear an Emerald in gold ring on
little finger. Those who have a well placed Saturn can wear a Blue Sapphire (Neelam) too in
silver ring on the middle finger. 
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